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ABSTRACT 

 

Providing the whole-ship motions in ice operations was part of the Canadian contribution to 
the Arctic Ship Technology Research and Development Program conducted on the USCGC 

Healy.  An inertial measurement system was used to measure the whole-ship motions of the 
USCGC Healy during its Ice Trials, April/May 2000.  The system provided time-series traces 
of ship motions in six degrees of freedom.  A variety of loading conditions was sampled, 

ranging from relatively light ice conditions to backing and ramming in pressured first-year ice 
and multi-year ice.  The ship motions experienced under the different ice conditions ranged 
from pitch angles of 0.2° to 0.8° and roll angles of 0.6° to 4.9°.  A representative case in 

which the ship rammed a first-year ridge in open pack ice is discussed.  During that event, the 
ship experienced a 0.7° pitch and 4.9° roll.  The whole-ship motions during the ridge impact 

were used to estimate a vertical bow force of 4.3 MN.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The literature contains very little information about ship response during ice breaking 

operations (German and Milne Inc., 1985; Fleet Technology Ltd., 1997).  To obtain 
information about the ship response in ice-covered waters, the Canadian Hydraulics Centre 
used an inertial measurement system, the MOTAN, to measure whole-ship motions.  The 

MOTAN system provides time-series of ship motions in six degrees of freedom.  The first, 
full-scale deployment of the MOTAN was on the USCGC Healy during its Ice Trials, 

conducted in April and May 2000.  Data acquired during that voyage were used to determine 
the feasibility of using the MOTAN system to measure full-scale, whole-ship motions from 
which global ice impact forces can be then calculated. 
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MOTAN INERTIAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

 

The MOTAN is a two-part package that consists of a physical sensor and a computer program 
(Figure 1).  The MOTAN system was initially developed at the Canadian Hydraulics Centre 

to measure the motion of model-scale ships and floating structures in a wave basin.  Favorable 
performance of the MOTAN system at the model-scale led to the conception of using it at 
full-scale to measure the ship response during ice breaking operations.   

 
 

MOTAN

Rate Acceleration

Sensor:
3 accelerometers

3 angular rate sensors

Computer Program:
18 time series traces

Displacement

x

y

z

Heave

Pitch Roll

Yaw
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Surge            x                x                 x

Sway            y                y                 y

Heave            z                z                 z

Pitch           θ               θ                θ
Roll           φ               φ                φ
Yaw           ψ              ψ                ψ

 
 

Figure 1 Schematic of MOTAN system 

 

MOTAN Sensor 

 
The MOTAN sensor is 260 mm long, 160 mm wide, 100 mm high and weighs 1.88 kg 
(Figure 2).  The sensor is equipped with three accelerometers and three angular rate sensors 

arranged in a strapdown configuration.  The accelerometers measure the total acceleration 
(including the earth gravity components) along the X, Y and Z body axes of the ship.  The 

rate sensors measure the three-dimensional angular rotational rate of the ship, resolved along 
the instantaneous positions of the X, Y and Z body axes.  A standard data acquisition system 
is used to record six analog voltage signals from the MOTAN sensor.  Since the MOTAN can 

be installed easily at any convenient location on the vessel it has a great deal of flexibility, 
making it an ideal unit for field operations. 
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Figure 2  MOTAN sensor used in measuring whole-ship motions  

 

MOTAN Computer Software  

 
The six analog signals from the MOTAN sensor are processed using computer software 
developed at the Canadian Hydraulics Centre.  The computer program uses appropriate 

equations of motion (Newman, 1977) to convert the measured ship accelerations and angular 
rates into whole-ship motions.  The program outputs time series of displacement, velocity and 

acceleration for each of the surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw motions (Figure 1).  The 
whole-ship motions can be computed at any point, regardless of where the MOTAN sensor is 
located, provided the positional coordinates of the sensor are known and the ship can be 

reasonably assumed to be a rigid body.   
 

MOTAN INSTALLATION AND OPERATION ON THE USCGC HEALY 

 
The USCGC Healy Ice Trials were conducted from 2 April to 15 May 2000 between Halifax, 

Nova Scotia and Nuuk, Greenland.  En route to Nuuk, the ship passed through open water, 
marginal ice and consolidated pack ice (Johnston and Gorman, 2001).  The Ice Trials 

provided an excellent opportunity to record whole-ship motions under a variety of conditions.  
During the Ice Trials, the MOTAN was used to measure the whole-ship motions for 17 
different loading scenarios during the first leg (2 April to 25 April 2000) and the second leg 

(25 April to 21 May) of the voyage.  
 

The MOTAN sensor was installed on the USCGC Healy while the ship was docked in 
Halifax.  The MOTAN sensor was securely fastened to a bulkhead, the unit was connected to 
a data acquisition system and baseline readings were taken.  The data acquisition system used 

for the MOTAN was also used to sample data from the strain gauge panels installed on the 
starboard shoulder of the vessel (St. John et al., 2001).  Since the MOTAN needed to be close 

to the data acquisition system, the unit was located 27 m forward of the centre of gravity of 
the ship (Figure 3).  It is preferable to install the MOTAN near the centre of gravity because 
that is a convenient reference point about which to calculate whole-ship motions and non-

rigid body vibrations are minimized at the centre of gravity.  The distance of the MOTAN 
sensor from the centre of gravity changed as the USCGC Healy used fuel and re-distributed 
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ballast during the voyage.  The positional vector of the MOTAN was updated each week, 
based upon the vessel stability summary provided by the United States Coast Guard.  
 

CHC on bridge
STC in aft lab

Motan Centre of
Gravity

waterline length = 121 m

27 m

+16 m

+9 m

+29 m

 

Figure 3 Location of the MOTAN unit on the Healy 

 
The MOTAN could either start recording using a manual trigger (prior to loading conditions 
of interest) or an automatic trigger (when strain gauge data exceeded a preset threshold).  

When manually triggered, personnel from Canadian Hydraulics Centre would phone STC 
(Figure 3) and request that MOTAN data be recorded.  The data sampling frequency used for 

the MOTAN ranged from 20 to 50 Hz.  Although ship motions are in the low frequency range 
(around 3 Hz based upon Glen et al., 1982), higher sampling frequencies were necessary to 
avoid aliasing in the data. 

 

Independent Ship-based Motions Packages on the USCGC Healy 

 
The USCGC Healy was equipped with two onboard, commercial ship motion packages that 
provided limited information about the heave, pitch and roll of the ship.  Those two packages 

were not meant for scientific evaluation during the Healy Ice Trials.  Although not expected 
initially, several components from the MOTAN were able to be cross-checked by the onboard 

motion systems.  
 
The first commercial system, referred to as TDGPS, was designed and manufactured by 

Ashtech.  The TDGPS relied upon differential measurements from four ship-mounted 
antennas to provide digital output on the pitch, roll, heading, position and ship speed.  The 

TDGPS was a proven system that has been shown to be very accurate (internet 
communication, Ashtech).   The second onboard system was the dynamic motion sensor or 
MMS (marine motion sensor).  The MMS provided digital output of the heave, pitch and roll.  

That sensor consisted of an orthogonal array of three linear accelerometers and three vibrating 
gyroscopes.  
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EVENTS LOGGED WITH THE MOTAN DURING THE ICE TRIALS 

 

Figure 4 shows a summary of the maximum range of pitch and roll motions measured by the 
MOTAN during the 17 events logged throughout the Ice Trials.  A brief descriptor of the 

associated ice conditions is also given.  Thin first-year ice (Event M08) and medium first-year 
ice (Event M13) resulted in noticeably smaller motions than ridged, rubbled or pressured first-
year and multi-year ice.  In all cases where the USCGC Healy operated in ice, the ship roll 

exceeded its pitch.  That was also the case for the two calm water events (M01 and M02).   
 

The most notable pitch and roll occurred in the rough open water conditions of Event M15, 
where the pitch and roll motions were of similar magnitude (5.4° and 5.2° respectively).  The 
next largest pitch motion was measured during the multi-year impact of Event M09 (0.9°+ 

pitch and 4.3°+ roll).  The short record length for multi-year impact in Event M09 prevented 
the peak pitch and roll angles from being captured completely. 
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Figure 4  MOTAN Measured Pitch and Roll for Reported Intervals 

 

The heavy ice of Event M17 and the ridged ice of Event M14 also resulted in significant ship 
motions.  The pitch and roll during Event M17 were 0.8° and 4.3°.  Event M14 had a pitch 

and roll of respectively 0.7° and 4.9°.  During Event M17 data were not available from the 
ship-based systems.  The following discussion focuses therefore upon the ridge impact of 
Event M14.  

 
The ridge impacted during Event M14 resulted in the highest ship roll motion (4.9°) of any 

ice feature sampled during the Ice Trials, and also had a significant pitching motion (0.7°).  
Event M14 was selected to illustrate first, the comparison between the three, ship motion 
packages.  Second, the ship response during Event M14 is used to demonstrate how the 

MOTAN software estimates the total vertical bow force. 
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EVENT M14: FIRST-YEAR RIDGE  

 

On 23 April the MOTAN was triggered manually as the USCGC Healy passed through open 
pack ice en route to Nuuk, Greenland.  The ice cover had a 9/10th total ice concentration, most 

of which consisted of medium first-year ice floes from 50 to 500 m in diameter.  Quite 
unexpectedly, the ship impacted a ridged ice floe while Event M14 was being logged.  
Observations from the bridge revealed that the ridge impact resulted in significant rolling and 

pitching motions.  Figure 5 shows a comparison of the pitch and roll motions measured by the 
three, ship motion packages during the ridge impact of Event M14.  The ship speed, obtained 

from the TDGPS system, is superimposed on the pitch and roll time-series. 

 
(a) Measured Pitch 

 
(b) Measured Roll 

Figure 5 Pitch and Roll of Ship during interval of Event M14 
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Note the excellent agreement of ship motions registered by the three independent systems in 

Figure 5.  Since it was not possible to zero the MOTAN in open water or level ice prior to 
each event, offsets (mean values) were removed from the MOTAN, MMS and TDGPS time 

series.  Consequently, the time-series in Figure 5 are a measure of the relative change in 
attitude of the vessel during the impact, rather than absolute values.  
 

The ship experienced two notable instances of pitch and roll during the 200 second record 
shown in Figure 5.  First, the bow of the ship rose by 0.4° (at 300 sec) followed by a bow rise 

of about 0.7° (at 320 sec).  The pitching motions were accompanied by a 5.5° change in roll 
and the ship speed reduced from 11 to 4 kts. 
 

EVENT M14:  GLOBAL ICE IMPACT FORCE 

 

Event M14 is used to illustrate how global ice impact forces can be estimated from whole-
ship motions.  Since the complete characterization of ship- ice interaction is extremely 
complex, the mechanics of the problem were simplified by assuming that the ship impacts an 

ice feature head-on and does not experience significant motion in the lateral direction (i.e. 
sway and roll are assumed negligible).  Having made that assumption, ship motions can be 

reasonably limited to pitch and heave and the global ice impact force can be reduced to a 
vertical bow force.  
 

The standard equations of motion for coupled heave and pitch motions of a vessel operating in 
head seas are derived in Comstock (1967).  The general coupled heave and pitch equations are 

shown in Equations (1) and (2).   
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where 

θ pitch of ship  

z =  heave of ship 
m =  mass of the ship 

Iy =  mass moment of inertia of the ship about the midship y-axis 
F(t) = total external force 
M(t) =  total external moment 

 
 

In principle, either Equation (1) or Equation (2) could be used to estimate the ice impact force 
acting at a specified position along the hull of the ship.  Equation (2) was selected because it 
is based upon the total pitching moment acting on the hull.  The MOTAN unit can measure 

the pitch angle more accurately than the heave because the pitch angle can be obtained from 
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the measured pitch rate using one integration, whereas double integration is required to obtain 
the heave displacement from the vertical acceleration signal.  For that reason Equation (2) was 

selected since it is less sensitive to errors in the measured heave displacement. 
 

If both cross-coupling coefficients D and E can be neglected in Equation (2) (based upon 
Gerritsma, 1960) then the pitching moment equation becomes independent of the heave 
acceleration and heave rate.  The simplified pitching moment equation is  
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The first term in Equation (3) is the moment due to the mass moment of inertia of the ship (Iy) 

and the hydrodynamic added mass effects (A).  The second term, B?(dθ/dt) is the moment due 

to the hydrodynamic damping effects.  The third term (C?θ) is the hydrostatic restoring 

moment in pitch.  The last term H?z is the hydrostatic heave cross-coupling moment due to 
the difference between the longitudinal centre of flotation and the longitudinal centre of 
buoyancy of the vessel.   

 
The pitching moment equation is used to obtain the ice impact force, based upon the 

following equation  
 

(4) 
R

tM
tF I

)(
)( =  

 
where 
F I (t) = ice impact force at specified position along the hull 

M (t)= pitching moment 
R =  external ice impact force radius 

 
The ice impact radius, R, was defined as the distance from the MOTAN sensor to the point at 
which the ice force acted on the ship.  For symmetrical head-on rams, it was assumed that the 

ice force was applied to the bow of the ship (distance of 60 m).  The MOTAN computer 
software computes the vertical ice impact force at some specified distance along the hull of 

the ship using Equations (3) and (4), based upon the geometry of the ship and its hydrostatic 
parameters.  
 

GLOBAL VERTICAL FORCE OF REPRESENTATIVE EVENT  

 

Figure 6 shows the relative vertical impact force for the ridged ice impact discussed above 
(Event M14). Since the MOTAN could not be zeroed prior to the event the baseline was 
determined from the load plateau at about –1.2 MN that occurred after the peak load (see 

Figure 6).  Using that baseline, the bow forces associated with the two, ridge- induced pitching 
motions (0.4° and 0.7°) were respectively 3.8 MN and 4.3 MN.  
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3.8 MN 4.3 MN

assumed  baseline

 

Figure 6 Ridge Impact Force Estimated from MOTAN data 

 

The 4.3 MN load derived from the heave and pitch motions is a reasonable approximation for 
ridge impact forces, considering the measurements from previous ship trials.  In 1985 the 

USCGC Polar Sea conducted ice impact tests in heavily ridged, thick, first-year ice and multi-
year in the Beaufort Sea (Minnick et al., 1990).  The bow forces measured during that 
program ranged from 4 to 25 MN.  In 1986 a second series of ice impact tests was conducted 

with the USCGC Polar Star in similar, less severe, ice conditions in the Beaufort Sea.  A 
maximum bow force of 20 MN was measured during the 1986 ice impact trials.  Similarly, 

the MV Arctic measured vertical bow forces of 4 to 23 MN in thick first-year and multi-year 
floes (German and Milne Inc., 1985).   
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The MOTAN was installed on the USCGC Healy to measure whole-ship motions and global 
ice impact forces.  Seventeen events were recorded during the USCGC Healy Ice Trials, in 
conditions that ranged from calm open water to backing and ramming in multi-year ice. As 

expected, ship motions in thin and medium first-year ice were noticeably smaller than the ship 
motions in ridged, rubbled or pressured ice and multi-year ice.  The results showed that roll 

exceeded pitch in every ice-related case.  The ship roll experienced during the different events 
ranged from 0.6° to 4.9° whereas the pitch ranged from 0.2° to 0.8°.  The largest pitch (5.4°) 
and roll (5.2°) occurred in rough open water.  Next in magnitude were the motions measured 

when the ship rammed a first-year ridge (0.7° pitch and 4.9° roll) and when the Healy was 
backing and ramming in heavy ice (0.8° pitch and 4.3° roll).  

 
One representative event was selected to demonstrate the favorable agreement between the 
roll and pitch motions obtained from the MOTAN and the two, in-house motion packages on 

the USCGC Healy.  During that event, the ship impacted a first-year ridge at 11 kts and 
experienced significant pitching and rolling motions.  The impact resulted in a 0.7° pitch, 4.9° 
roll and a reduction in speed from 11 to 4 kts.  The whole-ship motions were used to estimate 

a vertical bow force of 4.3 MN during the event.  The forces estimated for Event M14 were at 
the low end of the range of loads measured during previous ramming trials of the Polar Sea, 

Polar Star and MV Arctic.  
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